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What is Vision in A Course in Miracles? 
ACIM Radio #12 Episode Guide 

 
 
The Course tells us that its goal is true perception, which it also calls Christ’s vision, or usually 
just vision. All our learning, all our study and practice, all our forgiveness, all our giving of 
miracles, then, is meant to bring us to the point where we see with vision. But what is vision? In 
this podcast, Circle Founder Robert Perry and Executive Director Emily Bennington will help you 
understand this central Course teaching. 
 
To download the episode guide and follow along with this discussion, please 
visit circleofa.org/12.  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
1. In normal perception, we mentally interpret what our physical eyes see. But we can never 

know what we are seeing, because the nature of perception is that we are separated from 
it. 

 
2. Vision is a completely different kind of tell perception that does not use either physical 

sight or mental interpretation. It is seen through a spiritual faculty in us called the eyes of 
Christ and, in the early part of the Text, the spiritual eye.  

 
3Reason would you that the world you see through eyes that are not yours must make no 
sense to you. 4To whom would vision such as this send back its messages? 5Surely not you, 
whose sight is wholly independent of the eyes which look upon the world. 6If this is not your 
vision, what can it show to you? 7The brain cannot interpret what your vision sees. 8This you 
would understand. 9The brain interprets to the body, of which it is a part. 10But what it says, 
you cannot understand. (T-22.II.2:3-10) 

 
3. Vision looks on the truth behind the forms just as directly and plainly as our physical eyes 

see physical forms. 
 

4This thought has power to wake the sleeping truth in you, whose vision sees beyond 
appearances to that same truth in everyone and everything there is. (W-109.2:4) 
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4Let me accept what His sight shows me as the simple truth, and I am healed completely. 
(W-247.1:4) 

 
4. Vision overlooks the body and sees the holiness (also called sinlessness, purity, and 

innocence) in our brothers. It sees the holy Son of God that they really are.  
 

Christ’s vision has one law: It does not look upon a body and mistake it for the Son whom 
God created. It beholds a light beyond the body, an idea beyond what can be touched, a 
purity undimmed by errors. (W-158.7:1-2) 

 
5. Vision sees beauty or loveliness in others. It sees an inner beauty, the beauty of the spirit, 

the beauty of pure goodness. 
 

 
 
For you will see the Son of God. You will behold the beauty that the Holy Spirit loves to look 
upon, and that He thanks the Father for. (T-17.II.1:5-6) 

 
This little step, so small it has escaped your notice, is a stride through time into eternity, and 
beyond all ugliness into beauty that will enchant you, and will never cease to cause you 
wonderment at its perfection. (T-17.II.2:6) 

 
Let me accept what His sight shows me as the simple truth, and I am healed completely. 
Brother, come and let me look on you. Your loveliness reflects my own. Your sinlessness is 
mine. (W-247.1:4-7) 

 
6. Vision does not just see the truth in one person. It sees a universal light behind all 

changing forms, a light that is the same, is united, and never changes. 
 

It beholds a light beyond the body….And it looks on everyone, on every circumstance, all 
happenings and all events, without the slightest fading of the light it sees. (W-158.7) 

 
Beyond the body, beyond the sun and stars, past everything you see and yet somehow 
familiar, is an arc of golden light that stretches as you look into a great and shining circle. 
And all the circle fills with light before your eyes. The edges of the circle disappear, and 
what is in it no longer is contained at all. The light expands and covers everything, extending 
to infinity, forever shining and with no break or limit anywhere. Within it everything is 
joined in perfect continuity. Nor is it possible to imagine that anything could be outside, for 
there is nowhere that this light is not.  
 
This is the vision of the Son of God, whom you know well. (T-21.I.10:1-11:1) 

 
7. Everyone has had glimpses of vision. When Helen and Bill joined in “another way” they 

had a “little flicker of [their] eyelids,” in which they saw each other through vision.  
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No one in this distracted world but has seen some glimpses of the other world about him. 
(T-13.VII.5:1) 
 
What, then, has joined them? 6Reason will tell you that they must have seen each other 
through a vision not of the body, and communicated in a language the body does not speak. 
7Nor could it be a fearful sight or sound that drew them gently into one. 8Rather, in each the 
other saw a perfect shelter, where his Self could be reborn in safety and in peace. (T-
22.II.10:5-8) 

 
8. Full-blown experiences of vision are powerful spiritual experiences and are the happiest 

experience we can have on this earth. 
 

 
 
 
 
Can you imagine how beautiful those you forgive will look to you? In no fantasy have you 
ever seen anything so lovely. Nothing you see here, sleeping or waking, comes near such 
loveliness, and nothing will you value like unto this, nor hold so dear. (T-17.II.1:1-3) 

 
9. Vision is approached through every means in the Course, but it is mainly approached 

through forgiveness. 
 

For forgiveness is the only means whereby Christ’s vision comes to me. (W-247.1:3) 
 
4For he will hear Your Voice directing him  
to find Christ’s vision through forgiveness, and  
be free forever from all suffering. (W-340.1:4) 
 

10. Vision is the goal of the spiritual journey. Through vision we see the real world. When we 
reach perfect vision, God will take the final step and lift us into Heaven. 

 
5Right-mindedness listens to the Holy Spirit, forgives the world, and through Christ’s vision 
sees the real world in its place. 6This is the final vision, the last perception, the condition in 
which God can take the final step Himself. 7Here time and illusions end together. (C-1.4:5-7) 


